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Description: This LED polymerisation lamp (REF 5606) has been developed for the fixation and preliminary polymerisation of  
DURASPLINT® LC (REF3261) and CLEAR-BLOKKER® (REF 5261). When fabricating IST® or OPM devices, it is best suited 
for fixing the fastening components using the LC-Primer (REF 3263). A final light polymerisation in a stationary unit 
such as the LC-6 Light Oven (REF 5610) is indispensable. (Spectral range 350-450 nm).

 3 standard commercial AAA batteries are required to operate the LC Mini Light (not included in the delivery).

Technical data: Wavelength  400-405 nm
 Length (without shade)  120 mm
 Weight (without batteries) 96 g

Safety instructions: 1. Make sure to use the lamp only following this instruction.

 2. Before operating it, check the lamp for damage.
     Make sure not to operate the lamp in case of damage.

 3. Keep the device away from water.

 4. Any modification of the device may impair product safety and is therefore inadmissible.

 5. Do not look into the LEDs when working with the lamp and do not point the beam at other persons. 
     For safety reasons, ensure to work only with the shade put on.

Getting Started: Unscrew the locking cap and remove the empty battery holder. Insert 3 standard commercial AAA batteries,  
paying attention to correct polarity. Reinsert the battery holder according to the arrow direction and close the cap.

Operation: Press the on/off switch to activate the LEDs, keeping the lamp shade as close as possible to the polymerisation area. 
After fixation/preliminary polymerisation press on/off switch to deactivate the LEDs.

 Operation only by authorised staff!

LC-Mini Light
Product information

Delivery program:

LC-Mini Light REF 5606             

Shade
On/off switch

Battery holder

Locking cap

Accessoiries*:

Metal support for LC-Mini Light REF 5607             
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Application example 
(LC-Mini Light, CA® model holder  
for photo support and model are  
not part of delivery)
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